Automatic Weld Planning by Finite Element Simulation and Iterative Learning

An automatic off-line planning system was developed to predict the optimum control variables in gas metal arc welding
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ABSTRACT. This paper presents a system for automatic planning of gas metal arc welding (GMAW) operations. The system automatically generates optimal dynamic trajectories of welding control variables (power input, current, and voltage; and travel speed) such that a desired weld quality is obtained despite known changes in process conditions, for example, geometric changes.

The system is based upon a finite element simulation of the GMAW process. The finite element model developed for the purpose consists of two parts: a heat conduction model simulating the temperature distribution within the workpiece and a model simulating the weld pool surface shape. To improve the accuracy of the finite element model, a calibration method has been developed that enables precise simulation with varying welding control variables.

The finite element simulation is coupled to an iterative learning controller, which exploits the capability of simulations to be repeated. The iterative learning controller identifies the best possible dynamic trajectories of the welding control variables in an iterative process.

The results of open loop execution of automatically planned GMA welding on butt joints with constant and varying thermal regions are presented. A comparison with industrially applied data showed that a significant reduction of the heat input and workpiece distortion could be achieved while maintaining a satisfactory weld quality. The results demonstrate the superiority of process performance based on planning by iterative learning control compared to manual execution of welding task and compared to process planning based on traditional methods.

Introduction

For many years, steel-structure fabrication companies have introduced welding robots in the effort to remain competitive. The robots are capable of improving the arc on time, removing humans from hazardous work environment, and securing a more homogeneous weld quality. To increase the productivity of welding robots, off-line programming is an often used method, but off-line programming has been confined to planning the robot motion. The welding control variables are set based on resource consuming welding experiments, and they are therefore not necessarily optimized with regard to heat input. Instead, the settings of the welding control variables are just usable settings, which result in an acceptable weld quality for the entire weld task. In general, constant values of the welding control variables entail that the variables are set in a conservative manner, such that the process is kept well within the usable process window. However, this can result in too large heat input and in too much added material compared to what will be possible with dynamic trajectories of the welding control variables, which are optimized with regard to minimum heat input. Too high heat input and too much added material have a negative effect on workpiece distortion and consequently on productivity efficiency. However, obtaining process optimized dynamic welding control variables by use of experiments is also costly, especially if the geometry complexity entails a change in thermal process conditions along the weld joint. This calls for a method for automatic and optimal planning of dynamic trajectories of the welding control variables.

During the last decades arc welding has been simulated by numerical methods, especially by finite element methods. A comprehensive overview of finite element analysis and simulation of welding has been made by Mackerle (Ref. 1). However, only few references exist to work where numerical models have been used directly for automatic weld planning. Doumanidis (Refs. 2, 3) presents results of off-line planning of trajectories of the plasma arc heat source in scan welding. More recently, Ericsson (Ref. 4) presents a finite element based method to optimize the gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process.

This paper focuses on a system for automatic and optimized planning of the GMA welding operations. The system builds upon a concept for automatic weld process planning and online real-time feedback control created at Aalborg University, Denmark (Refs. 5–10). The struc-
by use of Fourier’s heat conduction equation. On the surface, the heat transport is determined by convection and radiation (Ref. 11). The use of Fourier’s heat conduction equation is based on constant values for density of metal (ρ), convection and radiation factors, temperature-dependent values of thermal conductivity (k), and heat capacity (c) (Ref. 8).

The power input to the workpiece from the welding arc and liquid metal is simulated by two different heat sources, which are following each other along the weld joint. The first heat source is a threedimensional volumetric heat source (Ref. 12):

\[
Q_w(x^*, y^*, z^*) = \frac{1}{abc \pi} \left[ 3x^2 + 3y^2 + 3z^2 \right]^{\frac{1}{3}} e^{-\frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{x^*}{a} \right)^2 \frac{y^*}{b} \frac{z^*}{c}}
\]

\(Q_w\) represents the power input to the workpiece [W/m³]. \(x^*, y^*, z^*\) represent space coordinates relative to the position of the heat source, and \(Q_{\text{eff}}\) represents the effective power delivered by the ellipsoid heat source. \(a, b, c\) represent variables that control the energy distribution within the workpiece. \(a_{\text{front}}\) is divided into two parts \(a_{\text{front}}\) and \(a_{\text{back}}\) used in front of and behind the heat source center. \(f\) represents a factor used to change the energy induced into the workpiece in front of and behind the heat source center. \(f_{\text{front}}\) and \(f_{\text{back}}\) is calculated based on a continuous heat source distribution across the \(x = 0\) plan (Ref. 12). With the volumetric heat source, it is possible to approximate the weld pool tail and to obtain a rounded shape of penetration. A drawing of the area of action of the volumetric heat source can be seen in Fig. 2.

The second heat source is a box-shaped heat source (Ref. 8). This heat source was introduced because of material addition, which represents an abrupt transition from an empty joint to a joint filled with liquid metal. The domain \(\Omega_{\text{box}}\) of the box-shaped heat source is the width of the joint, the workpiece thickness, and the length moved by the heat source in each time step during simulation. The power \(Q_{\text{box}}\) is equally distributed inside the box

\[
Q_{\text{box}}(x, y, z) = \frac{Q_{\text{box}}(x, y)}{V_{\text{box}}} = \begin{cases} \frac{Q_{\text{box}}}{V_{\text{box}}} & (x, y) \in \Omega_{\text{box}} \\ 0 & (x, y) \notin \Omega_{\text{box}} \end{cases}
\]

Here, \(V_{\text{box}}\) represents the volume of the box-shaped heat source domain. A cross-section drawing of the two heat sources’ area of action can be seen in Fig. 3.

The total heat input \(Q\) to the workpiece is calculated based on the heat input from the power supply (Voltage \(U\) · Current \(I\)) and the efficiency (\(\eta\)); \(Q = U \cdot I \cdot \eta\). The total heat input \(Q\) is distributed to the workpiece in two ways by the two heat sources: as \(Q_{\text{eff}}\) by the three-dimensional volumetric heat source and as \(Q_{\text{box}}\) by the box-shaped heat source. The two contributions fulfill the constraint \(Q = Q_{\text{eff}} + Q_{\text{box}}\). During all experiments, both for calibration and the subsequent validation, the voltage \(U\) and current \(I\) are chosen such that a usable and stable welding process is obtained. The relationship between \(U\) and \(I\) is determined during initial experiments. The relation between \(U\) and \(I\) is also used when planning the process-optimized welding task, where the relation is used to determine the \(U\) and \(I\) settings based on the value of heat input \(Q\) which is identified as giving the optimal process.

It is important to remember that the heat conduction model does not include any fluid properties of the liquid metal in the weld pool. The heat sources are instead used to simulate the effect of energy distribution caused by the convection of liquid metal.

**Weld Pool Surface Shape Model**

The weld pool surface shape model (Fig. 4) is used to calculate the surface deformation in the z-direction (vertically to the workpiece surface). The domain for the weld pool surface shape model is identified by an approximation of the melting point isothermal in the heat conduction model (Ref. 10). The surfaces of the weld pool will in a static equilibrium attain a deformation configuration, which results in minimum energy contents. Based on this energy consideration and the mathematical method of Calculus of Variation, the following deformation equations were developed (Refs. 8 and 13):

\[
P_x(x, y) + \rho g \sin(\alpha) x + \rho g \sin(\alpha) = 0
\]

\[
P_y(x, y) - \rho g \sin(\alpha) y - \rho g \sin(\alpha) = 0
\]

\[
P_z(x, y) + \lambda - \sqrt{\frac{\rho \sin(\alpha) x - \rho g \sin(\alpha)}{1 + \sqrt{\rho \sin(\alpha) y - \rho g \sin(\alpha)}}} = 0
\]

In the above equation, \(P_x(x, y)\) is the arc pressure, \(\rho\) is the density of liquid metal and is considered as constant (Ref. 8), \(g\) is gravity and \(\alpha\) is the workpiece
inclination, Φ and Ψ are the surface deformations of the uppermost and lowermost surfaces respectively, γ is the surface tension, a is the workpiece thickness, and λ is a Lagrange multiplier, which connects the two equations, for example, by a constraint on the weld pool volume, or in this case of GMA welding, a constraint on the cross section of the crown. The distribution of the arc pressure \( P_a(x,y) \) is calculated by an exponential equation (Equation 4), which is a practical simplification of a physically description of \( P_a(x,y) \) (Ref. 14).

\[
P_a(x,y) = P_{a,max} e^{-x^2+y^2} \tag{4}
\]

In GMAW, the continuous feed wire adds material to the welding pool, which is used for filling up the joint. Excessive material forms a crown of material on the surfaces of the workpieces, while observing the mass constraint present in Equation 5.

\[
\dot{V}_{crown} \dot{V}_{weld} \dot{V}_{gap} \frac{}{}
\]

Each time the weld pool deformation is calculated, the following iterative calculation is performed: First, on the basis of an initial guess of \( λ \), Equation 3 is solved. Second, the volume constraint is evaluated using Equations 5–7. Based on the results of the volume constraint, the value of \( λ \) is updated, and the process is repeated until an acceptable value of \( λ \) is obtained (Ref. 15).

\[
\dot{V}_{crown} - \dot{V}_{crown} (\lambda) = 0 \tag{7}
\]

Simulation Plots

Results from a simulation can be viewed in Figs. 5–8. The workpiece is 100 mm long, 40 mm wide, and 3 mm thick. Figure 5 shows the temperature distribution in the heat conduction domain by use of four isotherms: 700°, 900°, 1100°, and 1530°C. The last is the melting point of the metal and, therefore, the 1530°C isotherm identifies the boundary of the weld pool. Note that the picture also reveals the adaptive grid used. The fusion of the workpiece and the penetration can be identified in Fig. 6, which shows a reference grid containing the maximum temperatures obtained during simulation. All the elements in the grid, which have had temperatures above the melting point, are removed. It can be seen that complete joint penetration does not occur initially. Therefore, the energy input needs to be higher in the beginning to obtain complete joint penetration from the start of welding. It can also be seen that at the end of the welding process, the weld pool is getting wider in the bottom before the heat source is turned off. This is because the energy cannot be conducted away from the fusion zone at the end of the workpiece. This increases the risk of breaking the weld pool surface. To avoid this, the heat input should be reduced close to the end of the welding process.

Figures 7 and 8 show the surface deformation. Figure 7 shows the front surface deformation \( \Phi_{top} \). The center of the heat source is located at the origin of the coordinate system. The effect of the arc pressure can be seen as a depression on the surface. Figure 8 shows the back surface deformation \( \Phi_{bottom} \).

The simulation results indicate that the finite element model works. However, the simulation results are not usable for process prediction before the heat source and material addition functions are calibrated.

Calibration of Finite Element Model

Before the finite element based GMAW model can be used for weld planning, several model parameters need to be calibrated. Calibration is needed because the model includes several variables,

---

**Fig. 5 — Temperature distribution in the heat conduction domain. The isotherms are set at 700°, 900°, 1100°, and 1530°C.**

**Fig. 6 — Fusion of the workpieces is shown by removing all elements that have been above the melting point. It shows that a complete joint penetration weld is obtained except from the start of welding. At the end of the welding, the weld pool gets wider because the heat input is not able to be conducted away from the fusion zone.**
which do not have any direct physical meaning. An example is the extension parameters \(a, b\) and \(c\) in the volumetric heat source. These parameters arise from describing physical properties by simplified expressions. Calibration can also be needed for parameters that have a physical meaning but for which it is difficult to obtain correct values. The developed GMAW model includes parameters of this type, e.g., surface tension \(\gamma\). Surface tension varies with the actual composition of the material in the weld pool, e.g., the contents of sulfur.

The model parameters to calibrate in finite element model are

1) \(\eta_1, Q_\text{box}\) to calculate the power input to the workpiece and the distribution between the two heat sources in the heat conduction model.
2) \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma\) to calculate the shape of the three-dimensional volumetric heat source.
3) \(P_{\text{max}}, \kappa, \gamma\) to calculate the weld pool surface deformation.

The calibration of model parameters can be a complicated task to do manually because of the often nonlinear complex relation between parameter values and the simulated output. This makes the trial-and-error method unfeasible in practice. An automated optimization routine can therefore be helpful in search for the best parameter settings. In this research, an optimization routine called CFSQP (C code for feasible sequential programming, Ref. 16) is used together with the finite element software Diffpack (Ref. 17), which is a scientific-computing environment with emphasis on the finite element method. Overview of the integration can be seen in Fig. 9.

The calibration of a GMAW model can be performed in two different ways: either calibrate to a single experiment or calibrate to multiple experiments. Using a single experiment entails the parameter values to be constant when the model is used for prediction. When using multiple experiments, it is possible to identify the dependence of the model parameters with regard to changes in the control variables welding speed \(v\) and power input \(Q\), and hence enable an interpolation of the parameter values throughout the process window when the model is used for prediction. In that way calibration to single or multiple experiments can have a large effect on the range of the acceptable prediction capability of the model. This can influence the usability of the calibrated model in search of optimal settings of the weld process control variables, hence the usability of the calibrated model in process optimized weld planning.

The welding process used for calibration is a top-down complete joint penetration, single-pass butt joint model calibrated to a 5-mm thick workpiece with a 2-mm weld joint width (Ref. 18). An overview of the experiments performed can be seen in Fig. 10. The multiple experiment calibration is performed in this research based on four experiments: QHWL, QLWL, QHWH, and QLWH. The remaining five points are used for validation of the obtained prediction.

### Table 1 — Results from Manual Welding of a Rectangular Workpiece

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current (I) (A)</th>
<th>194</th>
<th>Avg. weld speed (v) (mm/s)</th>
<th>5.33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (U) (V)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Heat Input (E) (kJ/mm)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\xi_{\text{top}}) (mm)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>(\phi_{\text{top}}) (mm)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\xi_{\text{bottom}}) (mm)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>(\phi_{\text{bottom}}) (mm)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 — Results from a Simulation and Optimization of Welding of a Rectangular Workpiece

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current (I) (A)</th>
<th>164</th>
<th>Avg. Weld speed (v) (mm/s)</th>
<th>5.68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (U) (V)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Heat Input (E) (kJ/mm)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\xi_{\text{top}}) (mm)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>(\phi_{\text{top}}) (mm)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\xi_{\text{bottom}}) (mm)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>(\phi_{\text{bottom}}) (mm)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results from the validation of the model calibrated to multiple experiments do not show the same overall increasing error level as those from the single experiment. Figure 12 shows a picture of a polished cross section for validation point QMWL. Further elaboration of the calibration results can be found in Refs. 8 and 20.

The multiple experiments calibrated model does also succeed in identifying the process boundary. The three process boundary test experiments are outside the process window. Simulation of these experiments did predict a loss of weld pool. This indicates that the prediction capability of the multiple experiments calibrated model can be extrapolated outside the range of the calibration experiments. In addition to this, the model can be used to identify an approximate location of the process boundary beyond which the process will be invalid. This is an important property of the multiple experiments calibrated model, and it increases the usability of the model for weld planning.

When performing prediction of the welding process, the varying interpolated parameter values are identified by using a two-dimensional bilinear interpolation method, which is expected to be sufficient for obtaining a suitable model prediction capability. This two-dimensional bilinear interpolation method utilizes the multiple experiment calibration performed in this research, which is based on four experiments. To secure linear interpolation despite the location of the four experiment points in the process window, an isoparametric formulation of the two-dimensional bilinear interpolation method is introduced (Ref. 19), which is an essential formulation in the finite element method. The derivation and solving procedure can be found in Refs. 8 and 20.

In general, the gain of new knowledge, obtained from models, about the part of the process windows in which the models themselves have been trained or calibrated, can be questioned. This is because the same gain of knowledge might be retrieved from the experiments themselves without use of models. Interpolating model parameters is a method to improve the gain of knowledge and thereby the usefulness of models. The reason is that the density of necessary calibration points in the process window may be much lower than the density of necessary experimental points to obtain applicable process knowledge, e.g., to build a process database. The fewer necessary calibration points, the more useful the model is and less experimental resource consuming.

**Iterative Learning Control**

Iterative learning control (ILC) is a method for improving the transient response in an iterative process. Information about the output error $e_k$ from iteration $k$ is used to update the input $u_{k+1}$ for the next iteration $k+1$. The basic principle can be seen in Fig. 12 where $u_k(t)$ is the input to, and $y_d(t)$ is the output from, the $k$th process iteration at time $t$. The variables $y_d(t)$ and $u_{k+1}(t)$ are the desired output and input to the next process iteration, respectively.

Iterative learning control needs the following conditions to function (Ref. 22):

1) The initial conditions are identical in each iteration.
2) The disturbance is identical in each iteration.
3) The plant parameters are stationary or slowly varying.
4) Each iteration has the same duration.
5) The desired output $y_d$ is identical in each iteration.

The use of ILC in the off-line process optimized weld planning system benefits from the fact that the simulation can be repeated a finite number of times with zero disturbance, identical model parameters, and identical initial conditions. Normally, ILC is applied to processes where the input is a function of time. In welding applications, the input as a function of position along the weld joint $x$ is of interest and therefore time $t$ is replaced with distance $x$ — Fig. 13. Each process iteration will have the same weld joint length and the five conditions for ILC to function are fulfilled.

The ILC algorithm used in the weld planning in this paper is

$$\tilde{e}_k(n) = \tilde{y}_d(n) - \tilde{y}_k(n)$$

$$\tilde{y}_{k+1}(n) = \tilde{y}_k(n) + \tilde{e}_k(n)$$

(8)

where $\tilde{u}_k(n)$, $\tilde{y}_d(n)$, $\tilde{y}_k(n)$, $\tilde{e}_k(n)$ are the i-dimensional input vector, the j-dimensional output, desired output and error vectors at point $n$ respectively. The $\tilde{y}_d(n)$ dimensional diagonal damping matrix $\tilde{e}$ is used to avoid oscillations in $\tilde{u}_k$. The elements in $\tilde{e}$ are in this paper set to the same value $\tilde{e}$ is the
different points vector, which weights the influence of the error at different points } \mathbf{e}_{n,k} \text{ of the workpiece and hence } i = j = 2. \text{ This gives the following input and error vector:}

\[
\mathbf{u}_k(n) = \begin{bmatrix} v_k(n) & Q_k(n) \end{bmatrix}^T \mathbf{e}_k(n) = \begin{bmatrix} e_k,v_{\text{top}}(n) & e_k,v_{\text{bottom}}(n) \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

(10)

The \( \Gamma \) can be seen in Equation 11. Its values are based on information obtained during calibration of the model (Ref. 8). These settings entail that a too small \( v_{\text{top}} \) decreases \( v \), and a too small \( v_{\text{bottom}} \) increases \( v \). The constraint on the heat input while securing a minimum fusion zone width \( \xi_{\text{min}} \), and a maximum crown height \( \Phi_{\text{max}} \) was set in accordance with the welding standard used at Odense Steel Shipyard, which is 1.0 mm + 0.2\( \xi \). It is based on the standard DS/EN25817. However, the constraint on \( \Phi_{\text{max,bottom}} \) was tightened by 0.5 mm in the optimization due to a model weakness.

Experiment with Rectangular Workpiece

To evaluate the benefit of the system for process optimized off-line weld planning at its current development status, two open loop execution experiments of planned optimized welding tasks were performed. The goal of the process optimized weld planning was to minimize the heat input while securing a minimum fusion zone width \( \xi_{\text{min}} \), and a maximum crown height \( \Phi_{\text{max}} \).
This weakness is caused by the finite element model’s lack of capability to fully simulate the outward opening of the weld pool at the bottom of the workpiece. This causes the model to predict a too small weld pool width at the bottom and hence a too small bottom crown height (Ref. 18).

The constraint settings were

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi_{\text{min},\text{top}} &= 4.0 \text{ mm} \\
\Phi_{\text{max}, \text{top}} &= 1.0 \text{ mm} + 0.2 \cdot \xi_{\text{top}} \\
\\
\xi_{\text{min},\text{bottom}} &= 3.0 \text{ mm} \\
\Phi_{\text{max}, \text{bottom}} &= 0.5 \text{ mm} + 0.2 \cdot \xi_{\text{bottom}}
\end{align*}
\]

If the constraints are passed, the error will be different from zero and is included in the updating algorithm of \( u_{k+1} \). In process optimized weld planning with regard to minimum heat input, the \( \bar{e}_y(n) \) and \( \Gamma \) used can be seen in Equation 12A, which again is obtained from Ref. 8.

\[
\Gamma = \begin{bmatrix}
-1.1 & 0 & 0.58 & -1e-9 \\
0 & 4.5e5 & 0 & 5e5 & 1.5e-4
\end{bmatrix}
\] (12A)
The first experiment was welding of a rectangular workpiece (Fig. 17), where the open-loop execution of a process optimized planned trajectory is compared with a manually executed weld.

The average settings of the process variable obtained during manual welding and the average resulting process output are shown in Table 1. The result of the manual welding does in general fulfill the constraints except for $\Phi_{\text{bottom}}$. However, $\Phi_{\text{bottom}}$ does not pass the welding standard used at Odense Steel Shipyard, except occasionally due to a variation caused by manual execution of the weld.

The manually obtained setting of the process variables was used as an initial guess for the process optimized weld planning. The planned process optimized trajectories of the process control variables reduced the relative error to 67%. The heat input $E$ was reduced to 69% of that manually obtained. The planned process optimized trajectories showed minor fluctuations around an average value. The average values of the process control variables and the resulting process output are shown in Table 2.

Again, the process output fulfilled the constraints except for $\Phi_{\text{bottom}}$, which passed the constraint used during optimization by 0.4 mm, but the welding standard used at Odense Steel Shipyard was not passed.

Based on the heat input minimized weld planning, two open-loop executions (Ex. 1 and Ex. 2) were performed. The average values of the realized process control variables and the resulting process output are shown in Table 3.

The resulting process output of Ex. 1 was in most agreement with the planned weld. However, of major interest was the reduction in heat input to 71% and 67% for Ex. 1 and Ex. 2, respectively, compared to manual welding. The goal of the process optimized weld planning was to reduce heat input while the quality constraints were fulfilled. The reduction in heat input entailed a reduction in the deformation. The maximum deformation of the workpiece plate from its initial position was manual $\approx 9$ mm, Ex. 1 $\approx 4$ mm, Ex. 2 $\approx 0$ mm.

The deformation of Ex. 1 was reduced to 44% of the deformation obtained with manual welding, and the deformation of Ex. 2 was practically zero. This showed one of the benefits of using process optimized planned trajectories of the weld process control variables as mentioned in the introduction.

Experiment with Varying Workpiece Geometry

To investigate the effect of the process optimization with regard to minimizing heat input on a workpiece where the geometry changes influence on the thermal process conditions, a second experiment was performed. The workpiece, for which the trajectories of the optimal process control variables were planned, can be seen in Fig. 18.

For comparison, the weld was executed using a robot and the manual settings of the process variables found in the experiment with the rectangular workpiece (Table 4). This gave results measured along the weld joint. The data fulfilled the demands from the welding standard:

In the narrow part of the workpiece, the weld pool was as wide as the workpiece, and examination of the workpiece showed that the edges were melted and the shape was altered.

The planned process optimized trajectories of the process control variables weld...
speed $v$ and power input $Q$ were almost constant along the weld joint. This is because the quality constraints on the minimum fusion zone width $w_{\text{min}}$ and the maximum crown height $h_{\text{max}}$ were in general not violated during the optimization. When quality constraints on the minimum fusion zone width $w_{\text{min}}$ and the maximum crown height $h_{\text{max}}$ were not violated, the error $e_{\text{fz}}(n) = \text{fz}_{\text{desired}}(n) - \text{fz}_{\text{actual}}(n)$ in Equation 12B is zero. This means that the result from the weld pool surface shape model is not included in calculating the error $e(n)$, which is minimized during the optimization. Instead the minimization of the error, and hence the update of the welding control variable, was predominated by the wish to minimize the heat input, which means that the optimization was based on results from the heat conduction model. This will cause a uniform update of the welding control variables when the initial guess is uniform. A more fine-tuned ILC based process optimized welding pool, which drives the process more to the edge of the process window, is expected to result in nonconstant process control variables as seen in Fig. 15, because the quality constraints are then expected to be activated. The improvement of the routine for ILC based process optimized weld planning is part of further work needed.

The planned weld was executed in an open loop and the obtained average values of the process control variables and the resulted process output are shown in Table 5.

The resulting process did also comply with the welding standard, and the heat input was minimized to 81% by using the process optimized settings. This reduction avoided melting of the workpiece edges, and it indicates how the weld planning system is able to handle changes in the process conditions.

Conclusion

A system for process optimized welding planning based on numerical simulation of the weld process by finite element, and iterative learning is presented. The system’s present capability to perform welding planning that minimizes the heat input and hence workpiece distortion was tested. The results of welding width optimized welding control variables are promising.

The calibration of the GMA model to multiple points has shown a promising capability to predict the weld pool and surface shape within the process window. Going beyond the part of the process window in which the model is calibrated, the model has proven capable of identifying the process boundary between lost and not lost weld pool. This increases the model’s usability in industrial applications when there is a search for optimal process settings, because optimal process settings can be rather robust and easy to be located near the process boundary.

The capability of the weld planning system to obtain dynamic trajectories of the process control variables was shown in simulations of the welding of a workpiece with varying geometry. Especially, the welding speed showed clear variations. This is important in the planning of welds with varying material distribution around the weld joint, such as with pipe connections. The simulations also showed that not only information about the fusion zone width, but also information about the crown height are essential to reliable weld planning.
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